Antiresonant mechanism based self-temperature-calibrated fiber optic Fabry-Perot gas pressure sensors.
A self-temperature-calibrated gas pressure sensor with a sandwich structure made of single-mode fiber (SMF)-hollow core fiber (HCF)-SMF is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. A Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is formed by the SMF-HCF-SMF structure along the axial direction, and an antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) is formed by the ring-cladding of the HCF along the radial direction. A micro-channel is drilled on the ring-cladding of the HCF using a femtosecond laser to facilitate air entering/exiting the HCF. The FPI functions as the pressure sensor, and the ARROW functions as the temperature sensor. The initial wavelength and pressure sensitivity of the FPI can be calibrated from the temperature obtained by measuring the optical thickness of the ARROW. The experimental results show that the ARROW exhibits a temperature sensitivity of ~0.584 nm/°C, and the pressure sensitivity of the FPI ranges from 3.884 to 0.919 nm/MPa, within the temperature range of 37-1007 °C. The simplicity and durability of the sensor make it suitable for reliable gas pressure measurement in high-temperature environments.